
onoil spill
PCB problems or other hazardous wastes

now theres an easy way to test
for cantancontancontaminationadnationdnation in soil or water

DTECH heldfield test kitsmts

for inexpensive on site testing
you can do yourselfyourselfl

alaska scientific inc
664 E dowling road anchorage AK 99504

907 5618330561 8330 or 800 4788330478 8330
fax 907 5632758563.2758
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32 new and late model john deere tractors are available for immediate sale or rental

ur new anchorage store is now service0ouropen to sell rent and service we have the latest in diagnostic
equipment plus sell parts equipment special tools and

salessamgewntewn 11 highly trained john deere
we have 3 million technicians we bring the
worth of equipment highest level of expertise

in our anchorage anda equipment to servicing

store if we dont your machines

have what you need partsputs
in our anchorage our seven locations have
store we can get it you can find us at 1 more than 252.5 millionmilhon in
from any of our six 10460 old seward highway parts inventory so most of
stores in washington I1 in anchorage

I1 what youll need will be in

rentals stock but if we dont have it we

32 new and late model john deere can get almost any john deere partpan

tractors as well as other equipment in 24 hours

and attachments for construction we want to know what your

paving and utility work are available equipment needs are please call or

n6wnaw for rental at competitive rates visit our new store

by utilizing our equipment you can abwibwUJ smith tractor
increase your capabilities without fr A aeqwtpmentt cocos
increasing your equipment m alaska

inventory since 1955 our reputationourredonredon rides wlthyouwfthyw

sales rentals e partspaft service

ANCHORAGEANCHORAM 180093564661 800 935 6466 SEATTLE KENT 180052341481 800 523 4148

ARKTOS associates
dave hanson

mediation and arbitration services

ANCSA 14c resource development & land disputes
environmental regulatory & commercial conflicts

2600 denalibenali stSL ste 301 Ananchoragechonge AK 99503 9 907 2768827276 8827

alyestaalyeskoalyeska pipeline

what to do in case of a pipeline related
emergency
the trans alaska pipeline system was designed and contstructedcontshicted to the
highest standards to safely transport crude oil from the northnom slope to
valdez however emergencies may still occur

recognizing a leak
if you are near the pipeline during an emergency you may detect an oil

or natural gas leak bybr

smell crude oil may have an odor similar to fuel oiloll011 or gasoline natural
gas leaks may be detected by a pungent rotten egg or sulphur odor
sight A pool of dark liquid or discolored vegetation near the pipeline may
indicate a crudeaude oil leak A dense white doud or fog and flames may indicate
a natural gas leak
sound an unusual noise hissing or roaring sound may be a sign of a
leak

if a leaklook occurs
9 do not enter the area wherewhom the spill leak or vapor doud is located

leave the area immediately
do not touch leaking liquidsaiquids or breathe leaking gasses
do not create sparks light matches start an engine switch on a light
use a camera flash or cellular telephonetelephore these actions may ignite the
leaked or spilled substance
warn others nearby of the possibility of a pipeline emergency

from a safe location call alyeskaalyesta pipeline service company collect at
907 63547098354709635835 4709 you may also contact 911 or other local emergency

response number

provide your name location description of the possible leaklea and information
on how you can be contacted

excavating nearnoer the pipeline
some portions of the trans alaska pipeline are buried excavation related
activities are prohibited along all portions of the pipeline corridor unless
prior authorization from alyeskaalyesta pipeline service company has been
received contact the number listed above for informationformationtri regarding
excavation requirements near the pipeline
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